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Abstract
Taxon concepts are complex, dynamic representations of the real world that are labelled
with scientific names designating them. While names, taxa and classifications should be
managed separately in databases (Bourgoin et al. 2019, Gallut et al. 2005), students may
have difficulty comprehending the dynamic nature of the link between the three entities
because taxa circumscriptions are complex to apprehend through textual representation
and because names are independently ruled by nomenclatural codes. Exploring, reporting
and training users about taxonomic knowledge are complex challenges that could be
alleviated through development of efficient visualization tools.
We propose here a tool that generates a graphical representation visualizing the
successive concepts of a taxon accepted as valid with its different names and positions in
classifications, including its synonyms, homonyms, chresonyms, and other related
taxonomic and nomenclatural issues during its lifetime. This tool has been successfully
implemented both in database visualisation and used in training students about taxonomy.
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In the database FLOW, Fulgoromorpha Lists On the Web, (Bourgoin 2019), the tool
creates a graphical translation of the referenced nomenclatural and classificatory story of a
taxon such as the one presented in Table 1.
Table 1.
Textual chronology of the names and classifications for the tribal taxon Elicini (Insecta,
Hemiptera, Tropiduchidae) as reported in the FLOW database.
1. Elicaini Melichar, 1915 transferred from [Fulgoromorpha, Fulgoroidea, Lophopidae, Lophopinae] to [Fulgoromorpha,
Fulgoroidea, Nogodinidae] according to Fennah (1978): 118
2. Elicaini Melichar, 1915 incorrect original spelling of Elicini Melichar, 1915 emended by Fennah (1978): 118
3. Gaetuliina Fennah, 1978 transferred from [Fulgoromorpha, Fulgoroidea, Nogodinidae, Bladinini] to [Fulgoromorpha,
Fulgoroidea, Tropiduchidae] as Gaetuliini status novo according to Gnezdilov (2007): 296
4. Gaetuliina Fennah, 1978 transferred from [Fulgoromorpha, Fulgoroidea, Nogodinidae, Bladinini] to [Fulgoromorpha,
Fulgoroidea, Tropiduchidae] as Gaetuliini status novo according to Gnezdilov (2007): 296
5. Elicina Melichar, 1915 [Fulgoromorpha, Fulgoroidea, Nogodinidae, Bladinini] previous rank of Elicini Melichar, 1915
[Fulgoromorpha, Fulgoroidea, Tropiduchidae, Elicinae] according to Gnezdilov (2013): 184
6. Gaetuliini Fennah, 1978 synonym of Elicini Melichar, 1915 according to Gnezdilov (2013): 184

Thanks to a dedicated editor, the textual/html chronological account of the nomenclatural
history of the taxon is displayed on the taxon page of the taxon Elicini. A javascript code
reinterprets the chronological account displaying the corresponding graphical view as
shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1.
Graphical display of taxon concepts in their respective classifications, names, and
nomenclatural acts related to the taxon Elicini (Insecta, Hemiptera, Tropiduchidae) as
reported in FLOW, according to Table 1.
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The graphic provides a global view of the classification and nomenclatural history of the
taxon. Different shapes and colours are associated with the different types of
nomenclatural acts or information of both nomenclatural and taxonomic value. The tool is
also easily adaptable to any domain dealing with changing knowledge with traceable
chronology. This tool has been used successfully in the last several years to better
visualize concepts of synomymy, homonymy and chresonymy; and, because it makes the
differences between names and taxa, and the importance of contextualizing taxa in
classifications, clearly understandable, it has proven particularly useful in training students
in taxonomy.
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